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30 September 2016 

AUSTRALIAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS 

Measures of Australian international competitiveness released this week suggest no improvement 

in 2016 in the competitiveness of Australia’s business environment relative to our global peers. 

In the World Economic Forum’s (WEF) annual Global Competitiveness Report, Australia slid one 

place to 22nd most competitive economy in 2016-17.  

The OECD’s latest Entrepreneurship at a Glance report indicates a recovery in entrepreneurship 

across OECD countries in 2015-16, with entrepreneurial activity improving among small and 

medium businesses. The OECD found that Australia still trails behind other OECD countries in 

the creation of new enterprises, but our relative performance appears to be improving in 2015-16. 

The key message for Australian business and Government arising from these global comparisons 

is that Australia must work harder and smarter, just to keep up with the competitive improvements 

being implemented by our peers. 

Within Australia, the steep reduction in resources-related investment activity from the boom 

conditions of 2010-13 is still playing out in 2016. Most promisingly for the engineering construction 

sector, the benefits of large public sector construction projects are starting to take hold, led by 

transport infrastructure projects in the eastern states. The value of public sector engineering 

construction work increased by 1.7% q/q, in Q2 2016 to be up a solid 15.7% p.a. and more work 

is moving into the pipeline of future engineering activity. 

These positive growth stories for Australian entrepreneurialism and for locally-focussed 

engineering activity are particularly timely this week, with the IMF highlighting the risk of global 

disruption arising from the growing reliance on Chinese demand as a driver of global trade, and 

especially of resources-related trade. The IMF notes that “China’s rebalancing towards more 

sustainable growth …has a direct negative impact on global demand through trade, an indirect 

impact through commodity prices, and an effect on asset prices … China can help [to reduce the 

risk of disruption] by accepting the slowdown, … plan for adjustment and explore new 

opportunities to bolster trade.”1 

  

                                                 
1 IMF, World Economic Outlook, Chapter 4: Spillovers from China’s Transition and from Migration, October 2016. 
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AUSTRALIAN GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS RANKING SLIPS IN 2016-17 

Australia’s ranking in the World Economic Forum’s (WEF) Global Competitiveness Report slid 

one place to 22nd in 2016-17, indicating a slight deterioration in national business competitiveness 

compared to one year earlier (Chart 1). This took Australia’s ranking back to its equal worst 

position of 22nd, reached in 2014-15.  

This year’s slide in Australia’s ranking occurred despite Australia’s Global Competitiveness Index 

(CGI) score edging up by 0.1 points to 5.2 out of a possible 7 points in 2016-17. This was the first 

change in Australia’s score since 2010-11. This combination of a better score but a worse ranking 

indicates that although the WEF’s assessment of Australia’s business environment improved 

slightly, other comparable countries improved by a greater extent, thus pushing Australia down 

one place in the rankings. 

Individual WEF indicators help to pinpoint Australia’s competitive strengths and weaknesses and 

to identify where Australia should best focus its efforts to improve competitiveness. In summary, 

Australia’s competitive strengths in 2016-17 are: 

 ‘financial market development’ (6th); 

 ‘higher education and training’ (9th); and 

 ‘health and primary education’ (10th). 

Chart 1: Australia’s Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) score and ranking 

 

Source: WEF and Ai Group. 

 

Australia’s weaknesses (with some unwelcome deteriorations) include rankings for: 

 ‘goods market efficiency’ (27th), reflecting our relatively high company tax burden and weaker 

tax incentives for business investment, compared to other comparable countries; 
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 ‘technological readiness’ (24th);  

 ‘business sophistication’ (28th); and  

 ‘innovation’ (26th). 

Australia continues to rank poorly on ‘labour market efficiency’, but 2016-17 saw a large 

improvement in this indicator, up 8 places to 28th place. This is a big improvement from our low 

point of 56th place for ‘labour market efficiency’ in 2014-15.  

Australia also improved its relative ‘macroeconomic environment’ ranking by 5 places to 23rd place 

in 2016-17. This relatively poor ranking on the ‘macroeconomic environment’ measure is possibly 

misleading for Australia, because the global ranking is skewed somewhat by the high ranking 

accorded to a number of smaller and developing countries with strong but more volatile GDP 

growth rates than Australia, such that our record run of 25 years of continuous (albeit weaker) 

GDP growth is not taken into account in this measurement. 

In a separate section to these detailed indicators, the WEF Report also identifies the five ‘most 

problematic factors for doing business in Australia’ in 2016-17, as identified by CEOs participating 

in the WEF’s Global Executive Opinion Survey (Chart 2). Restrictive labour regulations continue 

to be viewed as the most problematic factor for doing business in Australia, followed by inefficient 

government bureaucracy, tax rates, complexity of tax regulations and insufficient capacity to 

innovate. Restrictive labour regulations have been identified as the most problematic factor for 

Australian business since 2011-12. Of note this year, ‘insufficient capacity to innovate’ is 

becoming a more prominent issue for Australian business.  

Chart 2: Australia’s ‘most problematic factors for doing business’  

in 2016-17 and 2011-12* 

 

Source: WEF and Ai Group. 
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Australia’s ranking of 22nd most competitive economy in 2016-17 leaves it lagging behind most of 

its peers including Canada (15th), New Zealand (13th), Japan (8th), the UK (7th), the US (3rd) and 

Singapore (2nd). Australia’s largest trade partner, China, was ranked the 28th most competitive 

economy, the same as in 2015-16.  

All of the countries in this year’s WEF top ten have been in the top ten for several years. The 

WEF’s Top Ten continues to be dominated by large highly advanced economies, including the 

US, Singapore the UK, Japan, Germany and Hong Kong, as well as smaller northern European 

economies such as Switzerland, The Netherlands, Finland and Sweden. 

These economies are not the cheapest locations of production globally. Instead, they share key 

competitive characteristics such as: 

• very open and competitive trade access and facilities (including large and efficient ports); 

• advanced manufacturing sectors; 

• strong promotion of innovation, R&D and new technologies; 

• very high education participation and quality standards; and  

• strong and stable financial, legal and political systems. 

The success of these ‘high cost’ economies underscores the importance of fostering innovation 

and sophistication in creating a truly competitive business environment. This needs to be 

supported by an enabling regulatory environment and excellent physical and social infrastructure. 

Australian entrepreneurship improving in 2015-16, but remains behind peers 

The OECD’s Entrepreneurship at a Glance 2016 report compares OECD countries on their ability 

to rebuild entrepreneurship, enterprise creation and self-employment since the GFC (2007). The 

OECD found that since the disruption of the GFC, recovery in entrepreneurship in OECD 

countries has been slow and somewhat mixed. The latest data suggest a stronger improvement 

in 2015-16, particularly among small to medium size enterprises (SMEs), which should help to 

support better economic growth and eventually, better labour productivity. 

In Australia, the OECD found that growth in new enterprises had still not recovered to pre-GFC 

rates (2007) as of 2015-16, but that the situation is improving, with growth in Q1 2016 marginally 

stronger than in Q4 2015. Relatively speaking, Australia continues to lag other OECD countries, 

with many European countries, the US and New Zealand all outperforming Australia’s recent 

enterprise formation growth rates. Australia also continues to show a higher rate of bankruptcies 

than it did pre-GFC, however the rate of bankruptcies appears to be declining more recently. 
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More positively, the OECD reported that Australian businesses are relatively more optimistic than 

businesses in other OECD economies. Within Australia, businesses with 11 to 50 employees 

appear to be more optimistic than larger businesses and younger businesses tend to be more 

optimistic than mature businesses. 

PUBLIC ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION STRENGTHENS 

The latest ABS estimates of engineering construction activity indicate that the total value of 

engineering construction work done declined by 9.9% q/q (-25.9% p.a.) in Q2 2016 to $21.2bn 

(seasonally adjusted) reflecting the ongoing drop in mining-related engineering construction. 

Private sector engineering construction activity fell by 14.8% q/q in Q2 (-37.4% p.a.). This was 

mainly due to the completion of resources (mining and LNG) projects with a majority of the mega-

LNG projects either having finished construction or scheduled do so by the end of 2016. 

More positively however, strengthening public sector infrastructure work is starting to take hold 

led by transport infrastructure projects in NSW, Victoria and Queensland. Public sector 

construction work increased by 1.7% q/q in Q2 to be a solid 15.7% p.a. higher over the year.  

Looking ahead, the pipeline of engineering construction work was stable in Q2 relative to Q1, with 

private sector work yet to be done (that is, in planning but not commenced) valued at 

approximately $68.5 billion. This pipeline is 9% smaller than a year ago and 58.3% below the 

peak of $164.0 billion in Q3 2012. Although the total pipeline of work is smaller than a year ago 

due to the end of the larger resources-related projects, the pipeline of work in key areas of non-

mining engineering construction showed solid annual growth in Q2 2016, including for roads 

(+48.6% p.a.), railways (+55.7% p.a.) and sporting and recreational complexes (+26.1%).This 

helped to cushion the impact of further falls in the pipeline of mining and heavy industry 

infrastructure (-17.6% p.a.) which typically accounts for around 60% all work in the engineering 

construction sector.  

A solid decline of 23.1% p.a. was also recorded in the forward schedule of construction work for 

utilities (water and electricity supply). This reflects the removal from the investment pipeline of a 

number of speculative electricity projects and delays in starting dates of other projects. This 

includes indefinite delays or cancellations of the Santos Shaw River Project ($880m) and AGL’s 

Torrens Island Power Station upgrade ($800m) in South Australia and the delay in the expected 

start date for AGL’s Coopers Gap Wind Farm ($800m) in Queensland to 2018 from 2017. 
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This week’s data and events, 26 September – 30 September 2016 

Day Date Data/event Data period  Latest 

Wed 28 Sep ABS engineering construction Jun (Q) 
Value of work done in Jun Qtr:  
-9.9% q/q, -25.9% p.a. 

Thu 29 Sep ABS job vacancies Aug (Q) Job vacancies (trend): + 1.1% q/q 

Fri  30 Sep RBA private credit Aug (M) Aug: +0.4% m/m, +5.8% p.a. 

  HIA new home sales Aug (M) Aug: +6.1% m/m  

M = monthly. Q = quarterly. H = half-yearly. A = annual. All data are seasonally adjusted unless otherwise noted. 

 
 
 
 
 

Next week’s data and events, 3 October – 7 October 2016 

Day Date Data/event 
Data period 
due for release 

Previous release 

Mon 3 Oct Ai Group Australian PMI®  Sep (M) Aug: 46.9 points 

Tues 4 Oct ABS building approvals Aug (M) 
Jul: dwelling units approved:  
+11.3% m/m, +3.1% p.a. 

  
RBA board meeting  
and cash rate decision 

Oct (M) Sep: 1.50% cash rate 

  ANZ job advertisements Sep (M) Aug: +1.8% m/m, +8.0% p.a. 

Wed 5 Oct Ai Group Australian PSI® Sep (M) Aug: 45.0 points 

  ABS retail trade turnover Aug (M) Jul: +0.0% m/m 

  ABS internet activity 2016 (A) - 

Thurs 6 Oct ABS international trade Aug (M) 
Jul: balance on goods & 
services: -$2.410 mn 

Fri 7 Oct Ai Group Australian PCI® Sep (M) Aug: 46.6 points 

M = monthly. Q = quarterly. H = half-yearly. A = annual. All data are seasonally adjusted unless otherwise noted. 
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Australian economy: latest full-year estimates and government forecasts 

RBA (Aug 2016) 
2014-15 
actual 

2015-16 
actual 

2015-16 
f 

2016-17 
f 

2017-18 
f 

2018-19 
p 

2019-20 
p 

GDP, % change p.a. 2.2 3.3 2.5-3.5 2.5-3.5 3.0-4.0 -  

Inflation (CPI), % change p.a. 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.5-2.5 1.5-2.5 -  

Treasury (July 2016)        

GDP, % change p.a. 2.2 3.3 2.5 2.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 

  Household consumption, % p.a. 2.7 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.0   

  Dwelling investment, % p.a. 7.9 8.3 8.0 2.0 1.0   

  Business investment, % p.a. -6.2 -14.7 -11.0 -5.0 0.0   

Employment growth, % p.a. 1.6 1.9 2.0 1.75 1.75 1.25 1.5 

Unemployment rate, % 6.1 5.8 5.75 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 

Terms of trade, % change p.a. -10.3 -5.4 -8.75 1.25 0.0   

Inflation (CPI), % change p.a. 1.5 1.0 1.25 2.0 2.25 2.5 2.5 

Wages (WPI), % change p.a. 2.3 2.1 2.25 2.5 2.75 3.25 3.5 

Sources: ABS various data; RBA Statement on Monetary Policy; and Australian Treasury, Federal Budget 2016-17. f = forecast. p = projection. 

Australian economy: latest indicators 

Economy FX and commodity prices (as of Friday) 

RBA official cash rate, % Sep (M) 1.50      - AUD/USD exchange rate US$0.7684      ▲ 

Real GDP, % change p.a. Jun (Q) 3.3%    ▲ Oil price (WTI light crude, USD/BBL) US$47.02        ▲ 

Headline CPI, % change p.a. Jun (Q) 1.0%    ▼ Gold price (USD/OZ) US$1,324.0     ▼ 

Unemployment rate, % trend Aug (M) 5.7%     - Copper price (USD/tonne, LME spot) US$4,807.50   ▲ 

Australian Industry Group monthly indexes 

Australian PMI®   Aug (M) 

Australian PSI®   Aug (M) 

Australian PCI®   Aug (M) 

 

46.9 ▼ 

45.0 ▼ 

46.6 ▼ 

M = monthly. Q = quarterly. All data are seasonally adjusted unless otherwise noted. 

Arrows represent direction of movement relative to last week for prices, and last observation for growth rates and indexes. 

Sources: ABS various data; Ai Group; Australian Financial Review market prices (as of Fri); London Metals Exchange market prices (as of Fri). 
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